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Overview of Polypharmacy & 
the Older Adult 
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Education for Health Care Providers 

Part 1: Preparing to Prescribe 
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● The most common definition 

identifies polypharmacy as use of 

five or more medicines.  

● Taking more medications than 

needed is known as 

polypharmacy.  

● When assessing if medications are 

appropriate or potentially 

inappropriate in clinical practice 

consider polypharmacy as the 

following: “when harms outweigh 

the benefits of taking a particular 

medication.” 

 

Polypharmacy Defined  
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(Gnjidic, Tinetti & Allore, 2017) 
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● Prescribe medications that have a clear indication. 

 Avoid drugs that have known deleterious effects in elderly older 

persons, such as benzodiazepines, and recommend dosage 

reduction when appropriate. 

● Use the recommended dosages for older persons and simple 

drug regimens and administration systems. 

 Consider using once daily or once weekly formulations and 

using fixed dose combinations when possible. 

● Consider non-pharmacological treatments if appropriate. 

● Limit the number of people prescribing for each older person 

whenever possible. 

● Avoid treating adverse drug reactions with further drugs 

(cascade effect). 

 

 

Prescribing 
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(BPACNZ, 2010)  
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It is important to conduct regular 

medication review. 

● Suboptimal monitoring of older people 

taking medicines may be a more 

significant problem than inappropriate 

prescribing.  

● Effective monitoring requires regular 

recording of parameters such as body 

weight and blood pressure, scheduling 

of relevant laboratory tests, e.g. serum 

creatinine or blood sugar, regular 

communication between older person 

and clinician and a good knowledge of 

the older person's cognitive function 

and general wellbeing.  

 

Medication Review 
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(BPACNZ, 2012)  
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● Many medications need to be used with special caution 

because of age-related changes in PHARMACOKINETICS 

and PHARMACODYNAMICS. 

● Older people frequently have multiple co-morbidities and 

reduced renal and hepatic function: they are more likely to be 

affected by adverse drug reactions than younger people. 

 

 

Prescribing for Older Adults 
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(Rachon, 2017) 

POLYPHARMACY is significantly 
associated with hypoglycemia, 
malnutrition, pneumonia, fractures, 
hospitalization and death. 
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● It is increasingly recognized that health care for older people 
is improved when one prescriber takes responsibility for all of 
a older person's medicines. 

● Medicine non-adherence in older people may occur due to 
forgetfulness, adverse effects, limited organizational skills or 
belief that the medicine is unnecessary, ineffective or too 
costly. 

● Premarketing drug trials often exclude older adults and 
approved doses may not be appropriate for them 

● Older individuals often require lower than usual doses of 
medications, especially at initiation.  

 If medications are not readily available in prescribed doses, the 
need to split tablets may make it more difficult for older adults to 
take beneficial drug therapy. 

 

Prescribing Realities & Considerations 
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(Best Practice Advocacy Centre New Zealand [BPACNZ], 2012) 
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● Many studies in ambulatory care define polypharmacy as a 

medication count of five or more medications.  

 Current guidelines often require multiple medications to treat 

each chronic disease state for optimal clinical benefit.  

 Older adults with at least two disease states will usually exceed 

this arbitrary threshold of > five medications.  

 Among this older age group taking at least one prescription 

medication, 47.3% reported the use of an over-the-counter 

medication and 54.2% a dietary supplement. 

● Overall 58.6% of adults took one or more unnecessary prescribed 

drugs. The most commonly prescribed unnecessary drug were 

medications prescribed for the central nervous system, 

gastrointestinal problems and, vitamins.  

Polypharmacy in Ambulatory Care Setting 
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(Maher, Hanlon & Hajjar, 2013) 
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● Few studies have examined the 

issue of polypharmacy in the 

hospitalized elders.  

● One study looked at both 

definitions of polypharmacy at 

hospital discharge.  

 Among 384 adults studied, it was 

reported that 41.4 % were on at 

least 5-8 medications, and 37.2% 

were on 9 or more.  

 Overall 58.6% of adults took one 

or more unnecessary prescribed 

drug.  

 

Polypharmacy in the Hospital 
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(Maher et al., 2013) 
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● A study of Ontario LTC residents  

reported that only 15.5% were on 

> 9 medications. 

 The top therapeutic drug classes 

prescribed to this cohort was 

diuretics, PPIs, beta-blockers, 

benzodiazepines, SSRIs, CCBs, 

antipsychotics, statins, opioids. 

 Residents receiving 9 or more 

drug therapies were more likely to 

have multiple comorbidities. 

 

Polypharmacy in Long Term Care (LTC) 
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(Maher et al., 2013) 
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● Is a medication ordered to treat the condition or a symptom?  

 Establish a diagnosis so that treatment will target the underlying 
process rather than an isolated symptom.  

 If a person is taking multiple medicines, clinicians should 
exclude the possibility that any new symptoms may be due to 
adverse drug reactions. 

● Is the medicine appropriate to the older person's condition 
and stage of life? 

 It can be useful to group medicines into those that improve 
quality of life, e.g. analgesics, and those used for disease 
prevention. The benefit of medicines that improve quality of life 
is clearly evident. 

 Discussions about medicines need to be focused on the 
individual preferences of the person and their specific 
circumstances and life stage. 

 

Before Prescribing Consider…. 
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(BPACNZ, 2012) 
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● Consider that an older person 

may be using over the counter 

medications. 

● Over the counter (OTC) products 

and complementary and 

alternative medicines can also 

have significant interactions with 

prescribed medicines, e.g., 

warfarin in combination with 

significant quantities of garlic, 

ginger, ginseng or ginkgo may 

result in an increased risk of 

bleeding. 

Over-the-counter Products 
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(Rochon, 2017) 
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● Medication Cascade occurs  when 

an adverse drug reaction is 

misinterpreted as a new medical 

condition.  

 The result in a new medicine being 

unnecessarily prescribed to treat the 

adverse reaction which in turn 

increases the risk of the older person 

experiencing another adverse drug 

reaction.  

● Consider a non-pharmacological 

treatment?  

 Non-pharmacological interventions, in 

some cases, can provide both 

physical and psychological health 

benefits to older people. 

 

 

Medication Cascading 
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(Rochon, 2017) 
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● Under-prescribing is the omission of medicines which are generally 
recommended by clinical guidelines for the treatment or prevention of 
a disease or condition. 

 

● Commonly under-prescribed treatments for older people include 
medicines for the secondary prevention of coronary and 
cerebrovascular diseases and osteoporotic fractures. 

 

● Although inappropriate under-prescribing should be avoided, it is 
complicated by the fact that clinical guidelines are generally for single 
conditions and do not take into account co-morbidities.  
 The use of several different guidelines for one older person with multiple 

conditions may lead to inappropriate prescribing, if all advice is followed 
concurrently. 

 

● If prescribers are unsure whether a medicine is appropriate for an 
older person then discussion with a geriatrician, general physician or 
clinical pharmacist is recommended. 
 

Under-prescribing 
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(BPACNZ, 2012)  
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